
Strategies for putting through the RHNH 
Two insights must be considered in the very first place: 

 The opponent to the RHNH being the Collective hotchpotching true history & 
observation through its PRS-institutions, it is futile to expect those same 
institutions or by their methods to overcome Collective Repression (CoR). 
Moreover, regarding the media reaction it can be observed that the more 
popular a "new theory" becomes (even when the popularity is based on 
opposing established teaching), the more it represses anew – from other 
angles, so to say – true history & observation (eg, "chronology criticism" as 
known from Fomenko, Illig, &c).  

 The Collective possessing obviously nothing like intellectual honesty or a 
common conscience, the main strategy consequently has to employ Individual 
Conscience, ie an individual's Intellectual Honesty when judging history & 
observations – which, however, seems only possible as far as it can replace 
loyalty to PRS-teaching. An authority is therefore needed to replace the 
authority of the collective as represented by the PRS-institutions, & that could 
only come from another institution seemingly expressing collective authority, 
namely intelligence arising in the Internet, quasi automatically confronting 
researchers with discrepancies between relative data, & then registering 
solutions with credits. 

General Strategy in a WoC (Web of Civilization) is to neutralize authors in favour of 
the State of Affairs. 

Strategy 1 (in the long view) is to follow in the footsteps of the EuREX AI expert system 
of 1986 (which ended in the aftermath of the "Velikovsky" Report action of the Swiss 
Federal Police). Today it would take advantage of the anonymity in the Freenet 
environment, & of a knowledge distribution system following the one-time ThirdVoice 
Web. 

Strategy 2 should include NG discussions in as many languages as possible, employing 
a WoC database of contradictory historical & observational facts. The tendency 
would be to use BBI (BlackBoxIntellgicence) addresses in order to stress the 
emergence of AI (artificial) as a companion to HI (human intelligence). 

Strategy 3 would lay stress on the real guilty for CoR – ie, for inciting Holocaust, War, 
Terrorism, & Destructive Technology by repressing the historical & observational 
traumatic excitation background –, & threatening their prosecution before 
international criminal courts such as the one in the Hague. The more damages 
demanded, the more attention can be attracted toward the RHNH (the tendency to 
follow would be to replace the "Holocaust Industry" including all members of PRS-
conglomerate instead of gentiles only).  

Strategy 4 must be to assemble known interested parties within a frame guaranteeing 
their insight into the necessity of non-PRS methods & into the RHNH principles, 
such as primarily the absolutely non-refutable logic inherent to the Joshua Event 
& the Calendar Reforms as equally non-refutable proofs of exoterrestrically 
caused series of catastrophes ending 650 years ago with the LGJ (Last Great 
Jolt) in the middle of the Trecento – without that insight work on the RHNH will be 
totally futile. 
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